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America's Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper
"To deprive a man of his
opinion is to rob posterity
and the existing generation. If it be right, then
they are deprived of exchanging error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as
it collides with error."
-JUSTICE BRANDEIS

S

Hastings College of the Law
Tues., Feb. 15, 1966

ATTORNEY MELVIN M. BELLI

After completion of a successful schedule of speakers
during the first semester, the Hastings Law Forum has announced another well rounded roster to be presented this
term. Leading off the program this semester will be Mr.
Melvin M. Belli, who will speak Friday, Feb. 25, at 11:30.
Mr. Belli's topic: "The Salutary
Sequelac of Limited Therapeutic
Abortions on Stare Decisis, Some
Fifty Leading and Mis-Leading
Cases of the Last Several Years;
or., Who Slipped the Cyanide into
the Status Quo."
Melvin Mouron Belli is well
known to most Hastings students.
He is the senior partner of the
internationally known firm of
Belli,, Ashe and Gerry., T he
firm's principal office is in the
Belli Building, 7222 Montgomery
Street,, San Francisco (eg., the
State of California, Historical
Monument right next to the San
Francisco Playboy Club), with
other off ices located in Los Angeles, San Diego, Rome and
Tokyo.
Mr. Belli was born July 29,
1907, at Sonora, Tuolumne County, California, of a pioneer California family. His grandmother,
Anna Mouron, was California's
first woman druggist. His father,
Caesar A. Belli, was a well known
banker in California's Mother
Lode region. One of Mr. Belli's
sons, aged 7, is Caesar Melvin
Belli 11. His other children are
Richard, Melvin M. Belli, Jr. (a
trappist priest), Jean, and Susan
Belli.
Though he makes his first
-home on San Francisco's Twin
Peaks, and his second home in
an Italian villa in the Hollywood
Hills above Los Angeles, t h e
world is his court room, Mr.
Belli's practice, writings and
lectures have taken him to all the
continents,
Mr. Belli begyan his formal edulemetaryand-econ
catio-in
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of California at Berkeley, and his
LL.B. from Boalt Hall in 1933.
He studied in Europe subsequently,' and was admitted to the
California Bar in 1933. He has
been admitted to the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of
Appeals, 9th Circuit, the U.S.
District Court, for the Northern
and Southern Districts of California, the Tax. Court of t h e
United States, and all California
Courts. He has also practiced for
trial of single causes in many
State and Federal trial courts in
the Continental United States and
Abroad, Alaska and Hawaii.
Mr. Belli and his firm specialize in trial law, both civil and
criminal. He has been counsel in
cases tried in England, Japan,
Italy, the Scandinavian countries,
and has represented a number of
famed picture stars of Hollywood,
a
c nldI
inluigMri
West, John Carrol, A n ne Jeffries, E r r ol Flynn, Rossano
Brazzi, and Tony Curtis. His
clients principally have been individuals, civil and criminal and
"causesIn 1933, upon graduation from
law school, he assumed the role
of an "indigent", working for the
Federal Government, and wrote
the report that was used as the
basis for transient relief throughout the United States. Mr. Bclli
has been counsel for the Scannel
Club of San Francisco (the Association of Veteran San Francisco Firemen); counsel for Bartender's Union, Local 41, one of
the oldest labor unions on the
- cfic1CoastVan1wasXawarde

The annual Boat Dance which
takes place on the high seas of
San Francisco Bay is becoming a
traditional affair at Hastings. For
those who partake in "riotous
living," it is almost a habit. Many
say that last years 'dance" and
the havoc wrougjht therefrom was
the precursor of this years new
course in Admiralty. If the theory was to make be-tter sailors out
of Hastings students in lieu of
this years "dance," the experiment failed. Nevertheless, the
Boat had its own able crew and
despite the title of the dance,
"Mutiny on the Bay," none was
attempted!
Thus, as the good ship Res
Ipsa slipped from its b e r t h
amidst cries of "hon voyagce" and
"Ooops, I left my date on the
shore" . . . the hearty group of
students filled the boat resigned
to make the best of their sea adventure. As the boat reached the
middle of the bay many were
struck by the realization thatthis was one dance nobody was
leaving until the end! However,
this thought failed to dampen
any spirits as the capacity crowd
resigned themselves to a night of
revelry. There was something for
everyone: For the student who
forgot his date at the dock, there
was the opportunity to realize a
boyhood dream to be a sailor; for
the rom antic there was the San
Francisco Skyline; the Kit Kat
Combo provided the music for
the energetic; and Pacific Southwest Airlines provided a roundtrip ticket to Southern California as a door-prize.
Finally, the good ship Res Ipsa
was back at the shore where it
was met with cries of, "welcome
have
he
ho " Ad"wer

Spring Dance
COmIng
Hastings annual Spring Dance,
"The Shuffle," w ill be h e 1d
March 19 (9:00 P.M.) in the Gold
Room of the Sheraton Palace
H otel1. Tickets are $3.00 per
couple, drinking will be encouraged, and the Walt Tolkson Band
will be featured. All are encouraged to toss aside their books
and take part in the rites of
Spring, as this affair inaugurates
the pre-final exam "Gayety" season at Hastingrs.
Sponsored by the Associated

Students a n d Hastings Wives,

proceeds from the Dance will go
towards the purchase of a "color" T.V. in the lounge.

EVERETT FRASER, Professor of Law Emeritus, and his wife
view the plaque presented Professor Fraser by his last class.

Friday, February 11, the class of '66 disproved the saying
that old soldiers "just fade away." The class held a dinner
in honor of an old soldier of the Law and he had. anything
but faded away. That old soldier was professor Emeritus
Everett Fraser and the class of '66 took this occasion to express their gratitude for the lifetime of devotion professor
Fraser has contributed to the teaching of the law.
Section Ill-A was the last class
to have the honor of studying
Real Property under the tutelage
of Dean Fraser and felt it Only
fitting that they express their
gratitude. The Olympic Club's
Lakeside Country Club was the
setting for the tribute and the
pleasant surroundings made the
evening that much more enjoyable. Bruce Munroe and Arnold
Regardie were the men in charge
of the proceedings and their untiring efforts insured the success
of the evening,
Prof. William Prosser, himself a former student of Dean.
Frasers, acted as the master of
ceremonies and recounted the
Dean's meager beginnings as a
rum runner on the high Seas.
Prof. Rudolph Nottleman, formally of Washington and now
Prof. of Equity at Hastings, told
of his days as a student of Dean
Fraser and the high esteem with
which he has held the man since
those s t u d e n t days. Professor
Richard Powell, a colleague of
Dean Fraser's on the American
Law Institutes Restatement of
Property, paid him compliment
as one of the finest men he has
ever had, the opportunity to work,
with. Prof. Powell with the help
of the New York Times and astrology charts traced the course
of the world and of Everett
Frasesinc his irth-n 1879 fnto

Dean 'Fraser as a colleague on
the H as t in gs faculty during
which time they collaborated on
a Law Journal article and then
as dean, until Everett Fraser*s
retirement in 1964. Though the
affair was student inspired and
student organized, students were
by no means the only ones showing their high r e g a r d Dean
Fraser. The Hastings f a c u 1 t y
turned out in force in honor the
man and telegrams of p r a i s e
from prominent law 'professors
came from across the nation.
Highlight of the evening was
the presentation of gift to Dean
Fraser from the members of the
graduating class of '66 Section
Ill-A. The class presented the
dean with an old English deed
to that durable piece of real
estate, Blackacre w hi ch Dean
Fraser had used so frequently
and so well during his teaching
career.
Dean Fraser accepted the student gift, thanked those present
for their kindness and told the
gathering of his early lif e as a
teacher in Canada. He told of the
satisfaction he has received from
a lifetime of teaching, starting
in a one-room schoolhouse in the
Canadian backcountry all the way
to prof essor of law at one of the
country's largest law s cho ol1s.
DenFraser expressezd himseplf
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at
Over 150 students, wives, and

Professor Wicks
Comes -toHast-ings
By TOM WONG

No, Virginia, not every Hastings student has a Wicks
outline. Rather, at the request of Dean Sammis, Richard
Wicks,. formerly of the U.S.C. Law School faculty has joGined
the Hastings staff replacing Dean Harno. Mr. Wicks is filling
the chair vacated when. Dean Harno was forc-ed to -take a
leave of absence due to illness.
Mr. Wicks, who combines a lecture style of an Al Capp
with 18 years of teaching experi-

his first lecture in Evidence, -Mr.
ence, is conducting the second
semester of Evidence and Grim- Wicks related the story of a law
inel Law. Although he has never student who reserved -the right to
call a professor an unmitigated
taught those courses, Hastings'
newest addition has a breadth of liar until he came forth with authority to support a statement he
background lecturing at U.S.C. in
Mortgages, Wills., Contracts, Res- had made. The professor asked
titution. Common Law Actions his name, because tha.,t is what-his
parents called him, the professor
and Legal Method.
stated that until the student proHis appointment to the faculty
duced his parent's marriage Iiis that of visiting professor. He
cense., he reserved the right to
has already b e e n assigned to
teach Sales, Equity and Commu- call the student an impertinent
bastard. Well, Mr. Wicks does
nity Property next year.
not have to worry about that situA native of Albany, Oregon,
ation, because in preparing for
Richard Wicks received a Bachelor of Arts from Willamette Un- classes, he spends up to 15 hours
on each lecture and it's reported
iversitoly in 1945 and earned a
l1
I.uris Doctor f r o m the s a m e that his students come to class
school in 1948. As a recipient of armed with briefs, a sense of
humor, and their parents' marthe J.D. he views with favor a
riage license.
unif orm c h a n g e to conferring
a o h
on
Arltvl
that degree as an upgrading of
Hastings faculty, at the age of 42
the legal profession. He cautions,
Mr. Wicks is far from ready for
however., that it must be distinthe 65 Club. He became interestguished from the S.J.D., and that
ed in a legal career due to the inw~iithout uniformity. the conferral
of caJ.D_ would be a label identi- fluence of his o 1 d e r brother,
Clarence. a trial attorney practicfv1ing the reci-pient as a graduate
ing with Portland. Oregon's largfrom a s c h o o]I not nominated
est law firm.
g et.
amngth
The Wicks bcar review course
Ornws
rfso
a
e
e
a
rfso
Ornws
began in a mnost informal manobligathe
fini te ideas regai-ding
ner. Wh7ile tocaching at U.SC.. in
lions of a law school. Although
1948 se-eral senio rs ireques ted
rvie ~iotgaeshe' would favor a fourth tutorial
Mr Wcksto
year dev7oted to the practical side
then a csubstantive topic of the
of a career in lawMir. Wicks is
1This blossomed
W,.
equdallv firm in advocating the
into a Potinership in 1952 Vith
developmient of policy oriented
..
aeo
iw.ag~
f,hi
inividuals who can become leaderinteomutyshpg
anhMax0reen",hag
i 1.7
~94V cro

HeI has only once taken legal aiction for, their uncauthorized use,
a student at Southwestein NwaPs
rpyi; and seling them. The
1B.Pait an abruipt end to that
Itivst:.
a -.
A gieca! teller (if anecdotes. at

golIf and the Willamette University ping p o n gr championship.

When at home in Inglewood, Calilornia he spends many hours in
his backyard pool. He is keenly
interested in football and from

the gleam in his eye at the men-

friends took -advantage of the
Hastings ushering program this
fall... untder the direction of
Steve Player., 111-A, and Peter
Nathan, III-B. The program offered such highly diversified entertainment as the Bob Dylan
concert. to the San Francisco Ballet. Other highlights of the ushering program were the production of "Hello Dolly""; Wooady Allen; the award winning "The
Subject Was Roses"; and all the
productions of -the Actors Workshop.
The prospects for this winter
and spring -are just as exciting as
in the past. Those interested in
the program will be able to attend many of the popular attractions -slated for the Bay Area,
such as the San Francisco Van
Cliburn Concert.
While the response to .the more
popular -events has -been excellent, the program is still in need
of volunteers for the less popuIt is of utmost imlar atatos
portance to fill these l es se r
events in order to guarantee- the
availability of the -more popular
programs. Those students who
plan to take advantage of this
program in the future shoul
make use of -the sign up -sheet
posted in the main lobby, those
signing must make -sure to csheck
whether the particular performance requires iekets and if so
time and place of distribution.
Failure of anyone -to attend a performance for which they have
volunteered will result in the forfeiture of any further ushering
privileges.
The directors -wish to thank all
those who have participated in
the past for making this past fal
such a successful endeavor. They
further encourage everyone to
take advantage of this great opportunity to see so-me of San

talk and demonstration to Hastingas students-on the merits of
the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute.
The Reading Dynamics Institute teaches speed reading and.
improved comprehension as a
skill that can be acquired. The
institute does not teach by machines nor does it promote the
idea of skimming w o r d s. In
Reading Dynamics. you are
taught to see every word on the
Page.
As reuorted by Time Magazine
in 1960. Schoolteacher Wood who
originated the Institute f i rS st
caught the fast-s-ending bug when
she handed a master's degree
term paper to her professor at
the University of Utah. He flipped the 8C pagres once - and
marked the paper without missing a detail, Te ac h er Wood
found 50 other such psodigsies.
Most experts and educators held
the belief that these existed a
definite limitation on how fast a
per-son could send. How eves-, by
analysing-- the p--odigries' habits,
Miss Wood evolved a now tec-hnique, practiced it on high school
and college students. and began
to prove that the experts may be
wsro n g
Mr. Ruff indicated that a readingr class limited to law students
would utilize legal and textual
material as the reading matter
of the course, that as a practical
matter this would be advantag~eous to the incipient lawyer.
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CA-LIRNA 'BAR
REVIEW COURS-E
I15th Year
Sormer'1946 -Session
SAN MFANCISCO
JU+NE, T%6
More than 150 %hours-of training for the bar inc--udimg analys's of
morwethan 16-0 bar questions. Comprehensive review of substantive:
law of every bar subject. Simulated bar sessions with answers and
graded -and analyzed.
Richard Wkcks, Maxwell Greenberg, Jameos Brown, Arvo Van Alystyne,
John Baumnan, Leonard Ratner, Richard Schauer, Jerald Schutzbank,
James Sumner, William Warren, Kenneth York..
TUMlTON
'$175.00 (includes Lease of Outlines) plus $15.00 Deposit on Outlines,
CLASSES AT: CALIOINIA. HALL
625 Peftk Steet
DIRECT INQUAlES TO:
Caif. Bar Rview Course
4211 W. -Otympic Ul9vcI.
Los Aimeles 19, Cifif.-4Lurohl By Mail.
Enrollment B&gins
March 1, 1966.

MATTHEW E. MARSH
of the California bar

I

A practical, how-to-do-it, up-to-the.'-rn inute, local handbook covering every phase of Mechanics' Lient', Stop
Notices and Payment Bonds

The TEXT. ..
A straightforward statement of current law, step-by-step procedure
and authcnticated forms. Tells you how to represcnt your client
effectively, whether he be- the owner, contractor, subcontractor, material supplier, laborer or lendcr-

The FORMS...
Basic procedur5 l forms are -integrated with text, in the- manner of die
Continuing Education of the Bar Handbooks, with optio-nal anl alternative classes, comments and caveats -The collection of relatcd forms
in the Appendix is the most comprehensive yet presentcd in this field
of law.

The STATUTES..
This compilation pulls tcgether them ma.S of scattered laws from the
various California Codes, wvith all an-indments in proper place. The
Miller Act and the Capehait Act, governing fod.-ral public works, are
also included in tull.

Published by CALIFORNIA LAW BOOK CO.

LAWYERS BOOK EXCHANG7-6

INC.

Dat-c_

220 McAllister St.,
San Francisco, Caif. 94l02
Please send one- copy cf M,..rsh MVicncainics' Lierns on i C-day approval
to0:

ADDR ESS-_

__

C IT y

[] Bill at $20
us tax.

DPayment cn--lo-sed covor-ing special 'Cashwith-order"

price of 1 i18 plus tax ($ 18.72).
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What the Grand Inquisition was to fearful Spaniards the
California Bar Exam ination is, to law -Students. A law grad'ulate who has successfully piroven himself over a period of
years at an accredited law school still quakes'in fear at 'the
mention of the August ordeal. Three years of study may go
*by the boards*if he.. does not "prove" himself over that period
of 24 test hours. Among other things the Bar Exam has become a test of luck, a test of emotional stability 'and a gol
mine for bar o:.iented "cram" courses.
T he present examination attempts to test the individuals
on their specific knowledge of specific courses, a job which
the law schools and law professors -are much better equippe d
to perform. Bar Examinations should test the analytical ability, the 'basic understanding of legal principles and their
application and not subject the graduate to what in essence
is another final exam. The job of checking the students' actual Blackletter, knowledge is a job which could be done by
tightening the almost non-existent state regulations on law
schools,. in that, way insuring the 'Competency of the legal
education dispensed.
Once it is insured that all law schools within the state
will offer the competent instruction necessary to produce
competent graduates, then the bar examiners can concentrate upon the applicants' ability to reason logically and not
his ability to transcribe an outline.

Tites., Feb. 15,, 1966

LETTERS
TO HE
EDITOR
To. Editor,
Subject: Article "Red China

Editorial
A second lo-ok at the progress of the J.D. degree at Hastings finds an overwhelming consensus in favor of the change.
Results of the Student Poll taken by the Voir Dire indicate a
strong majority of the student body favors conferral of the
J.D. degree. Statistically, 85.6% of the ballots favored the
change, while 8.1% supported retention of the LL.B. More
information was wanted by 6.3% of the students before
reaching a definite decision.

Hastings students attend -one of the fine,,Art law schools in
the United States. Hastings is also one of the largest schools
of its kind and soon to become even larger. Unfortunately
the students have only one book store that can fill their
needs for new books, and this sin-gle seller must keep pace
STUDENT SUPPORT
with the ever increasing needs o-k Hastings students.
The overall basis for support for the J.D. degree among
First year stude~lnts, during registration, receive this the Student Body has led the Student Council to take steps
store's business card lending to it an official aura, then the to achieve the desired result. However, this move is hindered
majority automatically buy the neatly wrapped bundle of somewhat by t-he peculiar circumstances surrounding such
new books many of which could have been purchased used. a change,.
The reasons put forth for the above situation are too
As Dean Sarnmis has explained, the unique relation of
complicatedly invoived in Hastings past to be adequately ex.- Hastings College of the Law to the University of California
plained in this brief report. But it is quite evident that necessitates acceptance of the J.D. degree by both of our
whatever the original problem the time has come for a re- sister law schools, namely Boalt Hall and UCLA. Due to the
4,*r *%4is- st,4-- viui ng
evlain-fteprsnoc.Cmetition
fact Hastings is part of the triad of the U.C. law department,
we alone cannot change without a. major change throughout
the department.
In effect, this requires not only a desire for change at
Hastings, but at Boalt Hall and UCLA as well. Unfortunately,
the strong desire for change at Hastings does not seem to
be prevalent at our sister institutions, at least on the administrative level. Although the administration at Boalt Hall has
not publicly denied an interest in the change, it has privately
conveyed a cool reaction to such a move.

Viewed as a Threat to World
Peace" Hasting Voir Dire,
November 24, 1965.
In the present age of Flemingesque spoof and counterspoof, one can never be certain whether the articles he
reads are true manifestations
of the author's philosophy or
are only tongue-in-cheek efforts to provoke us into deeper thought or perhaps into
escapism. Thus it is w it h
some trepidation that I take
up my typewriter to comment on an article appearing
in the November 24 issue of
the Voir Dire entitled "Red
China, Viewed as a Threat to
World Peace." Th-eA constant
thought remains a question:
"Is the author for real?"
For real or for fun, the
ideas in that ar tidle definitely
merit comment, because in
my opinion they voice a
greater "threat t o w o r I d
peace" indeAed, to wvorld
existence - than do the machinations of the present government of mainland China.
At f irst let me set the
groundwork of my critique. I
do not intend to quarrel with
the accuracy of the facts outlined in that article, because
I do not believe that the great
danger of the article lies in
the recitation of Red Chinese
plots and atrocities, to whatenvear degaree suchirecitation

UCLA CONTRA
that the present situation is not a healthy one and should in
some. way be altered for the betterment of the students.
The Hastings

Vo11irq)DI rec
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
David J. -Pantoja

MANAGING
EDITOR
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EDITOR

Steve Burtnett

Eric Fygi

News Editor

Business Manager
Robert J. Davis

Mike Miller

The administration at UCLA has been more emphatic in
expressing a desire to retain the status quo. Assistant Dean
Malone of UCLA was quoted (UCLA Docket, Vol X, No. 1) as
being in favor of a "wait and see" position. His reasons are
twofold. He feels that UCLA is in a sense still growing in
prestige and trying to prove itself, and that such a change
would, image wise, lower that pretige, due to the' fact that
most of the schools offerinc the J.D. are, in Malone's mind,
"without much prestige." The second reason offered by the
UCLA administration for sitting tight is the "conservative
policy of waiting for the 'pacesetters' to start a trend in this
direction." By "pacesetters," Malone means the "large eastern schools, Harvard, Yale, etc." Malone acknowledges this
to be a truly conservative position, by admitting that the
"pacesetters" have shown no interest to increase the pace.
However, this seemingly dismal attitude by one member
of one administration should not be internreted as the final
word. As Dean Samis has encouraged, the change should

be the result of a student grass-root movement, rather than

Feature Editor
Chris Schaefer

Writers
Phil Steinbock

Merritt Sher
Morrow Otis
BillI Lobse

Dave Christianson

Ron Fenolio
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Bill Taggart
Tom Wong
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The Hastings. Voir. Dire is published, six times a year
by the Associated Students of Hastings College of the Law.
Permission, is granted to- reprint. any article or column herein,
provided that credit. is ;given, both the author and the Voir
Dire. Editorial -Offices. are at 198-*McAll1ister-!Street, San

Francisco,-California.
The voir Dire is printed by the Garrett Press.

they can in turn stimulate their individual members to support this change.
Of course, if these..moves -fail, so does any immediate
chance for change. However should the law students
throughout the University- of,.California Legal Community
be -desirous of a Juris Doctor rather, than a Bachelor of Laws,
then the administrators. of. the- Community will have to take
notice! of an alternate group. of "pacesetters." If and when
this"-stage is. reached,. the students of Hastings are assured
th heir consensus 'for h g
ilntbe'dampened by
their own administration.
-Burtnett"

as a general stereotype of
American culture.
On the contrary, T wish to
take issue not with the allegations of this complaint, but
rather with its prayer for relief.
I take issue with the inclusion of a suggestion that the
"healthy visceral response"
to the Red Chinese megalith
is an instant conversion of
the Chinese into a sea of butter. To be sure, the author
immediately withdraws from
this suggestion, seeming to
cover it with platitudes about
"the finest elements of Anglo - Saxon diplomacy an d
Western civilization" (which,
of course, include the atrocities committed both in the
name of the "white man's
burden" and of the "arian
superiority myth'). But I am
not convinced that the author
was really joking about his

sea of atomic butter. Rather
it seemed all too obvious that
his intent was to provoke in

the reader's mind just such a
"healthy visceral response";
while his subsequent coverup seems to smack just a little of sardonicism.
I. take issue with the au-thor's suggestion of the consideration. of, a"pre-emptive
nuclear attack"' Once the Red

-Continued.on Page 5
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Chinese achieve the capabillity o f t h e intercontinental
nuclear attack. For one thing,
this suggestion seems altogether too neatly tied to th e
author's "sea of butter" pronouncement. For another it
ignores completely the present and immediate f u t u r e
realpolitick o f t h is t in y
world. Such an attack, eminently clean and. neat on the
drawing boards, would result
in an immediate retaliation.
Does the author believe that
the Red Chinese would -de-

v e 1 o p intercontinental nuclear capacity without a concommitant early-warning system? Does he really believe
that the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, being a fellow "white" race, would lay
off and let us make butter in

Asia? The facts are otherwise. An early-warning system is a primary prerequisite
of any intercontinental nuclear system. And a Russian
answer to s u c h a nuclear
challenge is certain, not because t h e present Russian
government is committed to
war because in Russia, just
as in America, there are individuals in authoirity who advocate much the same attitude toward t h e American
"plot" which our friend who
writes in the Voir Dire has
advocated towar d the Chinese
plot. The conclusion is inescapable: Our friend's neat little preemptive solution to the
Chinese plot is likely to convert the whole world into a
multilateral sea of butter.
It is with the whole tone of
this article that I wish to take
issue. The author persists in
adopting a r a c i a 1 view of
world politics. Constant ref-

ridiculous fabrication. If anything, the decis of these trials
is that fundamental disregard
for human life, established
by government, instilled by
torture and executed by sadism is an unacceptable flaw
of the human race and one
which should not be t o 1 e rated. But if we accept the author's so-called decis, t h e n
which people is so guiltless

as to cast the first warhead?
The United Kingdom, which
found idealized messianism
to coincide so well with econ om ic imperialism? Th e
United S -t a t e s of America,

which in the nineteenth century conceived an open plot
to dominate the North American continent "up to the pole
and down to the equator" (re-

member the Manifest Destiny
of your high school history
book?). The America which
picked a war with Mexico in
order to ful fill its destiny of
hegemony over-North.,America?. Are 'we,'.all living Amen!cans, to be subject to butter-

ification because of the advice given by -one f or me r
president of Ford Motors to
one ex-speech teacher. w h o
happens to be. in' the White
House? Come now!
The- whole tenor of the ar'tidle does more to frighten
this reader, than to a n g e r
him. For in its hasty answers
to complex problems, it reveals a little of the beast in
all of us. The world is not, as
our author indicates, a room
in which a man has pointed a
pistol at us and threatened
our lives, our children's lives,
and our culture. It is rather
a powder room in which a
frighten -ingly increasing number of men stand, each with
a lighted match, each seeming to say "Come n e a r me
and I'll blow us all to hell."
One does not attempt to kill
such men. One reasons with
them, not because it is the
quickest solution, n or th e
most satisfying, nor even the
most effective solution. One
reasons because reason is
the only solution, and because the alternative to reason is the obliteration of the
green hills of this small globe
which we all hold so dear.
Larry E. Mowinkel, III-A
E citor:
The new J.D degree has
me quite intrigued. It is as if
a person was getting something, additional for d o i n g
nothing more. And who can
object to that. At least it is
consistent w it h the public
image of a lawyer . .. a master of verbal hocus-pocus (or
is it doctor or bachelor?).
We shouldn't stop with the

With the idea of service to the
student, the law school and the
profession, Jackson T e m p 1e
Chapter was formed on the campus of Hastings College of the
Law as one of the 104. chapters of
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
througrhout the United States.
Distinguished men of P h
Alpha Delta include Harry S.
Truman, President of the United
States 1945-1952; Henry Fowler,
Secretary of the Trcasuiry; Arthur J. Goldberg, U. S. Ambassador to the United Nations; and
such Justices on the U. S. Supreme Court as Charles E. Whittaker (retired), William 0. Douglaqs, and Tom C. Clark. P.A.D.
alumni presently at Hastings are
Deans Sammis, Amandes, and
Anderson, plus Professors Harno,
Newman, Carpenter, Steffens,
Curtis, and Madden.
Jackson Temple Chapter boasts
a membership of 34 actives in
1965-1966. Its faculty advisor is
Professor Ralph Newman and attorney Richard Julian of San
Francisco serves as alumni adVisor.
During the school year t h e
Cha-pter has engaged in both
traditional and new law fraternity activities. It has based its
schedule of events on the theme
of the necessity of a well balanced program of academic and
social aspects in a law student's
life.
The professional program has
been very extensive. During the
fall semester, as also a part of
its orientation program, t h e
fraternity planned several brown
bag luncheons with such speakers as Dean Sammis and practicing attorneys from the bay area.
A speaker dinner mee,-ting capped
the rushing period in which all
the trials and tribulations of a
starting lawyer was the main subject. Continuing the program in

SATURDAY CLASSES?
Each year a similar question is raised, especially by the
students in the morning sections; "Why must there be Saturday morning classes?" Students presumably ask, this. question because they see some classrooms. free for one or two
hours each day and then reach the conclusion that the Saturday classes could be fit into those hours. However, the proWlem is not nearly. that simple.
It might be worked out so that there would be no Saturday morning classes if class breaks were eliminated. The
first year class would have one day on which it would have
no break and would, have three classes in a row. The second
and third year sections would possibly have no breaks at all
throughout the whole week. depending upon which electives
they chose. It is the opinion of the faculty that it is undesir.able because students become too fatigued after three classes
in a row. Pr-ofessors notice a considerable "performance
drop" on the part of the students after the completion of two
consecutive class sessions. For this reason, the administration
purposely tries to give the students class breaks. Even with
Saturday morning classes this is not always possible. It all
depends upon how the electives are scheduled.
The problem of scheduling is one of finding9 e nough
"classroom man-hours" for all of the classes. A classroom
man-hour is one student in one seat for one hour. One hundred classroom hours is either one student in one seat for
one hundred hours, one hundred students in one hundred
seats for one hour, or any combination thereof. An example
of the application of classroom hours to scheduling, and the
effect of electives, can be provided by the example of Commercial Paper. Even though classrooms D and E are empty
part of the day, this course cannot be switched to either of
those classrooms because there are too many students enrolled in the ceurse. Commercial Paper has 209 students enrolled in it. It is given two hours a week. Therefore it
requires 418 classroom man-hours per week. The only classroom that can accommodate 418 classroom man-hours per
week for a two hour per week course is classroom B. Therefore, Commercial Paper must be taught in that room. However, to schedule it in that room requires the displacing of
two regular second year hours in the morning., The classes
that could normally be scheduled during those two hours are
changed to Saturday morning. The alternative of scheduling
the elective during the break would forcfe too many students
to go through a whole day without a break, which as previously explained, is deemed undesirable. Therefore, the
mannr.s+thkonlyway toschedle cnlasses under Aour
presen

J.D. degree though. I suggest
that we go further in pullling
the wool over the eyes of the

award

the Maj.Su.J.D. and

Max.Su.J.D. degrees.
One regreft: With the artificial and illusory superiority
given by the new degrees, it
is to bad we can't brainwash,
confuse, and bamboozle the
bar examiners- and judges.
Paul Horn, J. D .T.A.

(Juris Discipulus Tertii
Anni)

OFFICERS
Recent student body elections
featured a "Politicians dream"
ie. No Opposition, as- Bob Newman (first year) was elIe cte d
Treasurer a n d Peter Tripodes
(second year) Secretary.
Elections f o r president and
vice-president w ill be held in
April. The Student Association
hopes thatlthis election will rekindle Democracy -as it is supposedto. work in that the students will be afforded- a chpice.

beginning of each semester, a
wine tasting party, a visit to the
Hamm's Brewery penthouse, an
afternoon of football at Golden
Gate Park, an outing in the country (Sonoma) before and after
the school year, a hayride held
in hills of the East Bay, the annual Christmas party, and a banquet dance after initiation.
This year as a fund raising
activity and also as a service
to the school, the Chapter sponsored the operation of a Xerox
machine in the student body office, The copying service has
been a great help to the Moot
Court participants. The proceeds
from the machine will be used
to set up a unique loan fund. This
fund will have its basis in small
loans with little or no interest
for short terms and will be available to all students at Hastings.
In addition to the fraternity's
many, activities, many members
of the Chapter have found time
to serve as leaders of the Law
School. These include officers of
the Student Association, Stuart
Lichterman, v ic e-pr es id e nt;
James Racusin, secretary; Bob
Newman, treasurer-elect; a n d
class representatives Lee Jarnagin and Brad DaPont. Others
very active a r e Bob Jameson,
Arnold Regardie, Bill Lohse, and
Stu Lichterman, all on the Hastings Moot Court Board;. Bruce
Munro, chairman: of the- Dean
Fraser banquet; Lee Jarnagin,
and Rob-Wellington of the Law
Jouirnal Staff

years. Hastings is a three year school and therefore must
require the full time of its students. Unde2r a block schedule,
five mornings is not regarded by some as full time. Therefore, Hastings schedules classes six days a week. This is done
to avoid criticism by the ABA. This procedure dates back to
the period when Hastings had more than enough classroom
space and didn't have to worry about critical scheduling
problems.
In spite of the ABA attitude, and in spite of the efficiencies of tumbling, Dean Sammis stated that he thinks (but
doesn't know for sure) that students should prefer block
scheduling because it leaves free whole mornings or afternoons for concentrated studying. In his opinion a student
could use an afternoon of uninterrupted studying to better
advantage than he would or could use study periods of only
two hours between each class as under a "tumbling" system.
A third alternative which meets ABA requirements is to
use a block schedule five days a week and schedule one required class after lunch for morning sections and one before
lunch break for afternoon sections. Over the long run, if and
when there is a relaxation of the pressure to admit more and
more students to our overcrowded facility, this latter modified block schedule may be the system that is adopted.
.There have been comments made that it would be better
to stagger class breaks; the first year breaking at one hour,
the second at another, and third at yet another. This would
spread out the use of the library and lounge facilities, making better, less-crowded use thereof. It would also give more
elective scheduling flexibility. For example, if 10:30 were the
first year break hour, and was also designated the second
year elective hour, both the first year classroom and the second year classroom could be us ed for electives. However, all
breaks are purposely scheduled at the same time for several
reasons. -First,. the breaks are scheduled after two hours of
classes. This gives the student a chance to refresh himself;
plus, with -three -hours a -day being. the norm,. this gives students two: clasgses -in a row early while he is still fresh instead
of late in the day. Secondly, the breaks. are scheduled -all at
-Continued oft Page 5
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During the past few months the Student Council has concerned itself -with several. issues -and -programs. The following
is .a brief summary of -what has been acted upon in recent
meetings.
Of much importance are- the discussions-' going on now
with-the West. Publishing Company looking towards the establishment of multiple franchises near Hastings. This move
would -extend another franchise to at least one other neighboring bookstore besides Lakes, the one store presently having the only franchise in this area. 'The ultimate concern is,
as expressed -by Preident -Fygi, to provide the students with
a fair opportunity to -purchase their books under the best
possible circumstances. Multiple franchises would lead to
truly -competing bookstores, benefiting the students in service
and savings. A representative of the Council, Bruce Silverman -of 11-B, has personally met with a'West Representative,
and the Company is --now considering the feasibility of expansion.
PRO
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ProfUeni am Hlt
Long TeachndCre
The students of Hastings bid adieu this month to their
most distinguished instructor and friend, professor Albert
J. Har'no. Mr. Harno retired last semester from his post as
professor of evidence and criminal law. A-n outstanding legal
educator, Mr. Harno departed from the Sixty-five Club after
nearly fifty years of teaching. so aercnl
enrcg
DakotafeseyHanrnivrsuityed-atnized by -special awards from the
Dak Baesloranofvsince de- American Judicature Society and
ceiving
ahlro
cec e
from the Fellows of -the Anrgree in 1911. His formal legal cnBrAscain
sscain
a
a
training was received at Yale,
Professor Harno's active interwhere he earned an LL.B. degree
in 1914. After graduation from est in the legal profession has led
Yale, Professor Harno came to him to write books a-nd- articles in
California and engaged in the this field, with special emphasis
general practice of law for three on his favorite specialties which
years. He was admitted to the are criminal law and procedure
and evidence. Two such books
California Bar in 1915, and has
remained a member since that are Legal E d uc a tion in the
United -States, published through
time.
American Bar Association,
Professor H a r n o began his the Selected
Re ad in gs -in the
and
teaching career at Washburn Col- Legal Profession, written w i t h
lege of the Law in Topeka, Kan- former Hastings professor Bradsas in 1917. From there he went way and a third author, in conto the University of Kansas. In junction with the Association of
1921, he was appointed Professor
American Law Schools.
of Law at the University of IlliProfessor Harno had a keen
nois. The following year he became Dean of the School of Law interest in the progress of his
students. After being sidelined
at Illinois, a post he held until
with an il In e ss last year, he
his retirement in 1957.
nevertheless continued his office
the
from
retirement
After his
hours to remain in touch with
University of Illinois, Professor
students who sought his aid and
Harno went to U.C.L.A. as acting
guidance. In class, he highlighted
Dean and Professor of Law for
his lectures by recalling his comthe
while
1957-1958,
of
the year
panionships w it h some of the
law school was undertaking a re- most n o t a b 1 e attorneys and
organization of the faculty. In
judges of the twentieth century.
1958, Professor Harno came to Professor Albert J. Harno has
Hastings and was here for two
yielded a tremendous contribuyears before he was asked to re- tion to legal education in Amerturn to Illinois to serve as Ad- ica. The students of Hastings take
ministrator of Courts for the Illi- great pride in being a part of that
nois Judicial System. During this contribution. Our thanks. Profour year stay in Illinois, Profes- fessor Harno, for a job well done.
sor Harno had an opportunity to
work on major changes in the
Illinois court system. This work
re-sulted in a Judicial Article
which berCame effective in Jantion of that sport. he seems to be
ujary of 1964.
The legal pr-ofession itself has something of a superf an. All
three of his sons have shown fine
always been of particular interest
to Professor Has-no and he has potential in both academic and
be.-en active in many of its profes- athletic endeavor's. Sean was ses i o n a I organizCations. He has lected as the outstanding freshman lineman at L o yolIa High
served as President of the Illinois
S t a t e Bar Association, was a School, and Rory madle the Little
member of the American Bar As- League All-Star baseball team.
socation, ser-ving on the Board
The faculty and students of
of Governors, and was also a Hastings welcome Richard Wicks
member of the House of Dele- and hope that his time at the Colgates of that organization. He lege will be productive and reserved for two years as president
warding for all.
of the American Judicature Society. He was Pr-esident of the
Bar Association ComCommissioners on Uniform State The American
in Our Schools
Proficiency
mittee
on
the
that
time
the
during
Laws
Uniform Commercial Code was takes this opportunity to congratulate
Sudden Death Sander on another
developed. Professor H a rn o's
contributions to the legal profes- superlative semnter.

Professor Wicks

-Much-debate has been ging on
concerning the granting of J.D..
degrees to graduating law students, 'instead of the LL..degree. The Student Council has
taken a position in favor of the
change, and has the backing of
the administration. The Council
is seeking the consensus -of other
U.C. Law Schools, -and wll -soon
distribute -survey ballots to all
Hastings students to determine
their stand on the p rop o se A
change. Various 1e g a 1 associations have been contacted to obtain their views -on the subject.
The final decision, of c o u r s e,
rests with the Regents of the
University of California. The-reason for bringing the issue to the
students has been pointed out by
Dean 'Saxnmis-its .,a grass roots
matter, and ought to be promoted -through the s tu de n ts and
their organizations here and at
the -other U.C. campuses.
Jim Jones of the Third Year
class informed the Council at its
last meeting of a new student
loan program under HEW, soon
to be in -effect, under -which students whose parents make less
than $15,000 a year will be able
to obtain a loan from private institutions up to $1500, at 6% interest to be paid by the Government. The loan will not have to
be paid back for 15 years after.
graduation.
The Council has been seeking
ways to supplement the present
CPS Health Plan or improve and
expand the Plan itself to better
secure medical'benefits to Hastings students.
The Council, in conjunction
with the Wive's Club, has plan-

ned a joint spring dance and
cocktail party, to be held on
Mardi 10 at the Sheraton Palace
Hotel in the Gold Room, the
price $310 .a -couple. Tickets can
be obtained from the Class Repiwsetartimes. P r oeele ds of te
dance have been earmarked by
the Council for a color televison, to be installed. in the studlenit lounge.
A motion was made. and passed
unanimnously by the Council to
make an inquiry into the possibility -of extending the closing
hour of the student lounge from
9:30 to 10:30. It is now pending
action by -the Administration.
Dean S a mmis -supports the
Council's desire to extend the
hours -available to students for
the use of the Sutro Room, and
to provide a suitable newspaper
r a ck f or m o re sophisticated
newspapers.
Representatives Bruce Silverman and Ned Huntington of 11,
Co-chairman of the Constitution
Revision Committee, have drafted a complete revision of the
Student Body Constitution.

TYPING

Soup or Salad, Entree, Dessert,
and Cof fee or Tea

at all hours, all needs.
Reasonable rates.
Pick up and deliver.

J. Reyes. 976 Sutter

The California -Association for Rec-ognition cf Excellence. in Humaritls,
Law, and the Arts adds its accotade
to the distinguished record of Sid-.

dme Deab Savder.

What's New
or

Maowr Ma
The first- comment any thinking
person must make after -spending
his initial five minutes in the
Pierce'St. Annex is, "Let me out
of here." Chances are he won'tmake it though, since someone
has already planted an e-lbow in
his larynx, sloshed beer on his
shoulder, and extracted his college -major. The P.SA. and its

Double eal in large room, kitchen
privileges $30.00 a month for
one. $17.50 each for two. Small
room $25.00. Front room $30.00
mo. 870 McAltister (nr. Laguna).

LaSalle
COFFEE SHOP
Guy and Irene Turner, 227 Hyde

COMPLETE DIINNERS
SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES EVERYDAY
Thursday

-

all you can eat $1 .00

A-H OUTLINE SERVICE
is now expanding to offer you

TOTAL STUDENT SERVICE
We have offered..
1.
2.
3
4.

Herbert M. Rosenthal has been
Promoted to the rank of Captain
in the United States Army Reserve, according to Major General -Stuart D. Menist, Commanding Gener-al of the 91st Division
headquartered here.
The .91st is Northern Califor-.
nia 's major Army Reserve com-.
ponent.
Captain Rosenthal received his
bars from General Menist and
Major Hilary H. Crawford, Jr.,
in a ceremony at the Division
headquarters this week. Major
Crawford is -Staff Judge Advo.
cate; Captain Rosenthal. also is
in -this section,, the legal. division
of the Army.
In civilian life, Captain Porter
is employed by the Bar Association of the State of California.
A resident of Daly City (1469
Southgate Ave.), CaptaknRosenthal is a 1960 graduate of Hastings Law School, San Francisco.

The A-H Criminal Law Outline......................5.00
T[he A-H Sales Outline.......................... $500
The A-H Civil Pro, in a Nutshell................... $.400
Other outlines to preferred clientele-upon reguest; with
special attention to the problems of the first yea-r student.

We NOW will offer...
5. Book Clearing House for Fall, 1966-Beat the bookstore prices
by buyin~g and selling your used bonoks and outlines at our cconveniently located CLEARING HOUSE. More info to come.
Buy Retail goods at WHOLESALE COST through A-H purchasing
A1
S.ervice-ANY PRODUCT * ANY MODEL * ANY S-TYLE * i-NY
BRAND. Jewelry - TV's - Radios Appliances - Gifts - Furs,. -Penrs
Luggage - Bicycles - 'Watories
Cameras - Typewrites - Silverware
EVERYTHING.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL... A or H
A-H STUDENT SERVICE ORGANIZATION
student owned and operated
Another Abbott- Huntington Enterprise

s w i n g i n g secretaries, nurses,
school teachers. Bouncing I a w
students, medical students, salesmen, junior execs and girls with
five roomrmates. Human beings
stacked up like dominoes wait to
present themselves to the stern
guardians of the portal who weed
out age-fakers, conventioneers on
the make, and the peaged pants
set. Why are thcse places such a
bonanza while others on the street
haven't enough patrons tco field
a bobsled team? NoLbodv knows,
maybe its because its where the
girls are, and where the girls are
is where the action is. Granted
the-se places are saicons, but the
atmosphere is very urbi stro like..
Mo-aning reguest r~ -rf MNrrncho!v

Baby, \wouldn't last five

mi: utes.

*Young Unescorted wc-m-en a,r e
weicome hero-, in fact caterecd
after
to. The managcmont l
r csmctICS.
their pijrses, lu~
everything. On F'rda\Itnitc the,
back bar looks !:I<,- a ruImmage
sale of women :sparar-rernalin.
In the eriy everiros tfrll course
dinners C-'re offereo frir ihe acon-.
izinplvlow price of cnEdl..
* Anciler iducement to the '-irgie
set who cannot be borr;-ered w ith
coo-kino and washin d:S-h-s Cfter
B-sideIS, you
*a d avy T or pi I
cculdr-'t prepare thiS mez'l at mfcr- a dcllar,"aid one munching
b-eauty between bites. on a bar-

brecued rib that

'I.oked

hke

-,

telephone pole. T-erefcre, even
thocuoh I docn't Oite lbe lieVE thoCse
places, I still kncw s.where 1head

when the library cl ses because
IPS5A LOQUITUR, "
-- ,"'RES

NVS BRIEFS WvCu
An Act Futw e

ROME-Actresses Gina Lollobrigkla and Virna Lisi have
been indicted on charges of offending public morals by their
spicy portrayal of sexpots in an Italian film called "The
Dolls." The charges were brought by a small town public
prosecutor in Italy. Miss Lollobrigida's defense is: She was
wearing flesh-colored tights in scenes which purported to
show her nu',,- and thus "'can be considered only apparently
immoral."
SOUTH AFRICA-An African witch doctor on trial for
theft told the magistrates that he would bring a dead man
back to life and call him as a defense witness. The magistrates adjour~ned the case to give him a chance to try.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark-A Central High Biology teacher
has filed suit to have the 37-year-old statute prohibiting the
teaching of evolution declared unconstitutional. The challenge includes at least one new approach. In addition to the
contention that the law conflicts with the right to freedom
of speech, it also bores in on the issue of separation of
church and state. Plaintiff argues that advocates of the antievolution law try to Justify it on the ground that the Darwinian theory of evolution was a religious theory contrary
to Christianity.
WASHINGTON-The 88 'U.S. district courts had 74,395
cases pending at the end of 19355, an increase of 3 Der cent
for the federal dockets and a record. Federal apoeals courts
also were onerating with record dockets; the volume of appeails increased more than 50 per cent in the four preceding
years.
PHILADELPHIA-The American Jewish Congress has
recently argued that Christmas and Chanukah observations
in the public schools violates recent Supreme Court decisions.
The congress said: "Religion in the public schools-no matter how dressed up or watered down-serves only to harass,
hurt, and dislocate children of minority faiths and to impair
classroom relationships." Assertingr the First Amendment it
was argued tha religion is for the home, church, and synagogue-not the public schools.
NEW YORK-The New York World's Fair was the scene
of a recent police experiment called "enforcement through
electronics." Operating a UNIVAC computer in the federal
pavilion it worked this way: A patrol car parked at a traffic
light would record a license number and radio it to two policemen at the federal pavilion. They, in turn, would feed it
into the "brain" Seconds later, the UNIVAC would report
back, eihemr clearing the car or saying it-or its owner-was
wanted for some violation. After five months the police had
checked out 183,950 cars, and stopped 3000 of them. In all,
165 arrests were made.
OAKLAND-Harold. Painter of Walnut Creek who lost
his wife in a 1962 auto accident and thereupon turned his
nly son mor to the -icustoy f the oy7's grrandrntsnf, i

balding in 1963, went to a scalp and hair treatment studio.
Now he is asking actual and punitive damages because he is
balder than ever. The suit stated he was given 60 studio
treatments and a home treatment kit. All,eely he has developed
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The- Hastings Wives have had
a busy fall semester and are anticipating an eventful and successful spring. The law lecture
series is under way and many of
the wives have elected to take
advantage of the rare opportunity afforded them by Hastings
to learn a little more about the
law. Perhaps they will also learn
some of the jargon their husbands speak, and communication
can be improved! The wives are
once again grateful for the work
and guidance of Professor Richard Powell. Professor Powell has
been of invaluable assistance in
the planning and instrumentation, of the lecture series available to wives. In the past there
have been numerous requests for
permission to bring guests to the
lecture series who do not belong
to the Hastings Wives organization. This year the president of
the Wives Club, Mrs. Arnold Regardie, is pleased to announce
that non-member guests will be
admitted to the lectures for the
minimal sum of $1.00 per lecture.
A major activity being planned
by the Hastings Wives Club and
the. Hastings Associated Students,
jointly, is the annual s p r i n g
dance. The dance will be held in
the Gold Ballroom at the Sheraton Palace hotel on March 19 at
9:00.
Please remember, readers, that
there are some copies of Tortes,
Tarts, and Other Eihie Proper.
ties. still available-You can arrange to have one or more sent
to friends as gifts by calling Mrs.
Jeff Howard 751-1231, or ask at
the Saturday food s a 1 e s. The
price for the cookbo-ok is $2.00,
or $2.25 if the Wives Club mails
it for you.
At our February meeting, Hal
Lipset was the gruest speaker. He
is a private investigator who
spoke to the wives about the Senate Subcommittee on wire tapping
and bugging devices. In March
the wives will be hearing about
the good work done by the Ship
Hope. The Law Wives from the
Univer-sity of San Francisco Law

Continued from Page 1on the change in legal opportunities from his early days in the
law to the present. He expressed
belief in the w o r 1 d court and
hope that in the future disputes
might be settled by the rule of
law instead of force- of' arms.
Toward this end the Dean called
on all lawyers to strive- by taking
an interest in public affairs and
exercising their proper role in

society.

The Greater Southwestern~ Association of Law School Deans takes pride
in announcing the completion of anothe-r academic term by one of the
true- favored sons of the profession,

FROM THE

Continued from Page 5-

the same time to free whole hours for student meetings,
speaker programs, etc., with eveiyonea having an opportunity
to attend; and to give the f aculty an hour when they are all
free to attend f aculty meetings. Without b-,,eaks at the same
hour, all student functions -and speakers would be eliminated.
There is one classroo-m of 120 seats that is free all afternoon. It could be used for mor e electives or different scheduling but would not obviate any of the problems previously
discussed. Further, next- year there is going to be three sections of the se.Lcond year class as well as three sections of the
first year. At that time, this additional classroom will be
filled full time and scheduling will be even more critical
than it presently is.
Another alternative to Saturday morning classes. is to
eliminate electives and utilize classes solely for "solids" or
required courses. This is definitely not desirable in this writers opinion. In fact, it would seem preferable to add more
electives. But then one again runs into the scheduling problem.
To solve the "classroom" squeeze, it is often suggested
that space be rented in another building for extra classroom
space in order to offer more electives, eliminate Saturday
classes, and give seminar classes. Dean Sammis stated that
at one time immediately after World War 11 this was tried
and found unacceptable because students were separated
from the college proper with a corresponding negative effect
upon their propensity and opportunity to study. Furthermore, there are no rooms available in the vicinity with the
proper "desk. arrangement" for law lectures (i.e.-large table
areas for students to place notes and books upon for their
recitation and to- take their notes). Therefore, the renting of
classroom space is not feasible.
Next year office space will be rented across the street in
the Bancroft-Whitney Building to provide office space for
additional professors that are going to be added to the staff
next year and to provide more room for- student offices such
as the law journal.
In closing, it seems that the present pressure for classroom space and tight scheduling will be with us at least until
the addition to the building is completed in 1968 or 1969.
(Ed. Note-The administration is always open to suggestions as to how the school can be improved. Dean Sammis
stated he will listen to any student at any time. If you have
suggestions which concern academic affairs, write them down
on a piece of paper and submit them to the Dean. This will
assure that the suggestion is nct lost or forgotten. Those with
merit will be considered, and where necessary, brought be-

Appleman, John A. Successful jury trials: a symposium. 1952.
Beck, Carl. Contempt of Congress: a study of the prosecutosinitiated by the Committee on Un-American Activities, 1945-57. 1959.
Burgess, John W. The sanctity of law: in what does it consist? 1928.
Casner, A. James. Estate planning. 3d ed. 2 v. 1961, with 1965
supplement.
Cheshire, Geoffrey C. The modern law of real property. 9th
ed. 1962.
Chrimes, S. B. English constitutional history. 3d ed. 1965.
Cohen, Morris R. Reason and law: studies in juristic philosophy. 1950.
Congdon. Ernest W. General average: principles and practice
in the U.S.A. 1913.
Dickerson, Reed. The fundamentals of legal drafting. 1965.
Elliot, Jonathan. The debates. in the several state conventions,
on the adoption of the federal constitution, as recommended by the general convention at Philadelphia in
1787. 2d ed. 5 v. 1881.
Fleming, John G. The law of torts. 3d ed. 1965.
French, Harriet L. Research in Florida law. 2d. rev. ed. 1965.

Sudden Death -Sander.

-Continued on Page 8

After a successful beginning. last year,

the DAY AREA REVIEW COURSE will
be available this year to Hastings' car. didates for the '66 Bar Exam. Watch
the Voir Dire for further details.

AT THE RATE OF"
Many Bealt Hall students can. Hundreds, have completed the course in rapid and perceptive reading given
by internationally famous Evelyn Weed Reading Dynamics Institute. Many are reading faster than 1,500
words per minute.
Special classes for Hastings students will begin February 16, 8:30 a.m. and February 17, 1:.30 p m.

EVELYN WM READING DYNARICS IN"STITUTE
See John Unger at the Hastings Student Body Office for applications and information
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LAW FORUM
SPRING SCHEDULE
Friday, Feb. 25, at 11:30
Melvin M. Belli, Esq., Senior
Partner of the internationally known law firm of Belli,
Ashe and Gerry.
Thursday, March 17, at 2:30
B. E. Witkin, attorney and
author of several works on
California Law, Evidence,
Crimes and Procedure.
Thursday, April 7, at 2:30
Dr. Hans Kelsen, author, legal
philosopher, and authority
on International Law and
Legal Sociology.
Bayless Manning, Dean of the
Stanford University La w
School.
Friday, April 1, at 2:30

numerous Law Review articles,
professional and non-professional
magazine articles. He is Associate
Editor of TORTS, NACCA LAW
JOURNAL, and has released 3
volumes of phonograph records,
CAL rIALPRACTICE; Co-author
VOICE OF MODERN TRIALS,
'with Da n ny Jones, BE LLI
"the first talking law book".
LOOKS AT LIFE AND LA W IN Other works include, BELLI ON
AT
LOOKS
BELLI
and
JAPAN
BLACKSTONE; YOU MAY
T
U E AN D LAWIN 4PUSSIA;
CE.OSS-EXAfI17NE; YOU 7NAY
Co-author. with Albert A verback, ARGUE; SEE MY LAWYER;
g1ED AL YEA TORT AND
CRIMTINAL EVIlMO E
YGO{; author, T IL E USE OG' DENCE (Student Ed.,); AIODIN

EVIE NCE

rIATIyE

AffV-1I EV1IG

THE

.0

nmaiLmaTS BEL

Continued from Page 1Fra-ncisco. He has been a sailor
and is holder of an Able-bodied
Seaman's ticket.
For his first five years of practice, Mr. Belli was counsel for
the Catholic priest at San Quentin Prison. He has been counsel
in many of the famed civil and
criminal cases of the past several
decades, principally in the West,
but also nationally. He has represented clients who have received the highest jury verdicts
e v e r awarded in California,
Alaska, Montana, Nevada, Kentucky and Maine. Mr. Belli has
been counsel in over one hundred
tort cases in which the award
has exceeded $100,000. He was
called the "King of Torts", probably first by Lif e Magazine in a
"profile" article in 1954.
Author of numerous works, Mr.
Belli's writings include: MODERN TRIALS (6 v oIu m es);
(6 volMODERN DAMAGES
umcs); RE A DY FOR THE
PLAINTIFF; TRIAL & TORT
TRENDS (12 Volumes); T11E
ADEQUATE A W A R D: IdEDI-

IM1'NONS

Tues., Feb. 15, 1966
Fb 5,16

ot the Law
College
Hastintis
Ua~~~~~i
olee

A

MOR1E

AWTARD; ASEDIADEQUATE
CAL MALPRACTIE E;Advisory
AND
Editor of N,4EGLIGE NC
COMPENSATION SERVICE; and

ERN AP11?ALS; "THEF KING
OF TORTS" a biographly: a nd
BLACK
"TR IAL BY FURZY:
DAT FIN DALLAS"

Mr. Belli includes many pro-

Continued from Page 7-

Garner, J. W. Studies in government and international law.
Edited with a biography by J. A. Fairlee. 1943.
llawkland, William D.
Commercial paper. 1959.
Sales & bulk sales. 1958.
Holt, William S. Treaties defeated by the Senate: a study of
the struggle between President and Senate over the conduct of foreign relations. 1933.
Jackson, Percival E. The law of cadavers and of burial and
burial places. 1937.
Jessup, Philip C. Transnational law. 1956.
Jones, Alfred W. Life, liberty, and property: a story of conflict and a measurement of conflicting rights. 1941.
Kocourek,' Albert. Jural relations. 2d ed. 1928.
Kuhn, Arthur K. Comparative commentaries on private international law or conflict of laws. 1937.
LaFave, Wayne R. Arrest: the decision to take a suspect into
Custody. 1965.
Lectures on legal topics, 1920-21, by Austin W. Scott, Charles
K. Burdick, Harlan F. Stone, Elihu Root (and others)
1924.
Lectures on legal topics 1921-22, by James N. Rosenberg,
Allen. Wardwell, Charles M. Hough (and others). 1926.
Lee, Robert- W. Elements. of. Roman law, with a translation of,
the Institutes of Justinian. 3d ed. 1952.
Long, Breckinridge. Genesis of the Constitution of the
United States of America. 1926.

I

f essional organizations in his
legal activities, some of which
include local, state, federal and
international b a r associations,
The International Academy of
Trial Lawyers, The Barrister's
Club of San Francisco, La Association National de Abogados
(Mexico), La Societe de 1 'Honneur et de la Droit, The International Academy of Law and
Lawyers Association of Northern
California, and The American
Academy of Forensic Sciences, to
name a few.
To supplement these legal associations, Belli has been active
in various social orders, including Phi Delta Phi and Delta Tau
Delta, Islam Shrine, California
Commanders, T h e Association
Internationale des Juristes Democrates, the San Francisco Press
and Union League Club, the
Olympic Club, the Commonwealth Club, the International
Legal Aid Aslsociation, the American Institute of Hypnosis, the
Northern California Service League, the Tuolumne Cojunty Historical Society, the Municipal
Moutorcycle Officers of California,
and the Board of Trustees of the
National Epilepsy Foundation, as
well as othersa.
As a public speaker, there are
few to top the forensic ability of
Mlvlin Belli. Belli Foundation
Lectures have been presented at
mcajor law schools througrhout the
United States, including H-arvard,
Yale, Virgrinia, Hastings, UC.L.A., Mississippi, Notre Dame,
and many others. He has addressed many Bar Associations,
soiteclubs and organizations,
with TV and radio appearances
in the United States and abroad.
The Hastings Law Forum, which
he frequents almostlannually, will
again this year play host to a
most interesting, informative and
provocative speaker, Mr. Melvin
M. Belli.

234 McAllister

U N 1-3312

COCKTAILS AT THEIR FINEST
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Ten Dollar Ccok for Hne Do~ars
I-ku's: 7 to 7

153 McA~is~er

Thouglh"70"9. makes a
golfer quite CCStaltI(
A t Hastings it's deemed
slightly erratic
So/ if you're hoping for a
1
"95," don't spend time improving your drive

UN 3-2900

138 McAllister St.
I

,..Harry B. Lake and Kenneth W. Lake Law Books

Walk Over
to the

Typewriter
Guy
PERRY & GUY

TYPEWRITERS
*Sold
*Rented
FOR EXAM PERIOD
RESERVE NOW

serving lunch and dinner
catering to all types of parties and banquets
200 Hyde St., S.F.
Reuben Stoller
phone 474-0534
your host

00a

ALL SORTS OF GRADE BOOSTERS AVAILABLE AT

272 McALLISTER

*CATERING*

L.-

Sciences, The Criminal Trial

Cafeteria
Delicatessen and Restaurant

0

04(V0

'* Repaired
1184 Market Street
UNderhill 1-4644
At 8th

Are you a senior law student or a new
~
attorney, looking for your first professionoffice?
your
for
al position or best location
Do you know which foundation books to select for
your library ?,
There's an expert in your vicinity who can help you
with these and other questions you may have that
concern your practice. He makes it his business to
know opportunities occurring in your area,
just drop us a line and we'll send you his name and
address. Then contact him to see how much his tips
help you.
You could turn his Information into your business.
No charge or obligation, whatever for this advice.
For Peninsula area-

For San Francisco area:

JAMES B. NOEL, JR.

DON BLOCKHUS
DO 2-0227

WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
1910 Russ Bldg.
5an Francisco 4

